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The ANR AQUA-RIUS Project:

As instrumental sound “timbre” is defined as all sound characteristics which are not related to pitch, loudness and duration, we consider here “audio quality” as everything related to the sound characteristics which is not related to the content sources. This therefore includes the choice of microphone, recording media (tapes, vinyls, digital and related potential artifacts), audio production chain (equalization, compression, reverberation) and diffusion (such as mp3 data-reduction). The project AQUARIUS proposes an exhaustive investigation of “audio quality” to provide analysis and synthesis tools leading to a more robust and unified data representation for audio signals. As Music information Retrieval (MIR) techniques aim at developing robust prediction methods related to the audio content and, independent from audio quality, now the present project aims to provide original contributions leading to a better understanding of the invariant properties of the learned audio features [1, 2]. Thus, we aim at improving the practices of researchers involved in real-world multimedia applications using machine learning algorithms. Indeed, this research project includes fundamental research related to signal processing and efficient data representation for machine learning with a consideration to real-world application scenarios for dataset audio tagging with a possible industrial valorization. The industrial collaborators of IRCAM and the first-rate expertise of the project contributors in audio signal processing and in machine learning (including deep learning) are a definite asset to tackle this project.

The project AQUA-RIUS will address the following scientific questions

- The analysis and modeling of audio quality with a focus on the capability to predict the effects applied during the audio signal production and diffusion chain.
- The simulation and the synthesis of audio quality effects with a consideration for making more robust machine learning algorithms through data augmentation and domain adaptation techniques to deal with several training datasets.
- The full control of the audio quality in order to cancel or to reverse production and diffusion effects.

Related work:

The literature already reported a large number of audio effects which can be formally described as proposed in [34]. Gorlow and Reiss [12] show that complicated non-linear effects such as dynamic range compression can efficiently be reverted using a suitable mathematical model when its parameters (only 7 scalars) are known. Such audio reverse engineering techniques pave the way for a large number of applications for audio signal restoration, music remixing [5, 11] and the study of studio and DJ mixing practices [26], which we recently opened up as a new field of research [24, 31, 29]. More recent work now proposes to remove complicated non-linear effects such as distortion using deep learning methods [13]. This shows the relevance of deep neural networks in such tasks regarding the objectives of this project.
There, we proposed a new set of methods and a dedicated research dataset [26] leading to promising results for recovering the cue points and the effects parameters from an artistic DJ mix when the isolated music tracks are known. Our approach also enables to reverse the mixing process and to accurately estimate the signal transformations which were applied during the mixing process (which affect the resulting audio quality) since they are correctly identified.

**Thesis goals:**

Our objective is to revisit traditional approaches [3, 18] to restore audio signals and to enhance audio quality using recent deep learning methods such as conditioned-U-net [19]. Moreover, we will propose new model-based effect inversion or cancellation methods [12]. To this end, we aim at reversing the mixing process and/or targeted effects in real-world diffusion contexts. Hence, the project AQUA-RIUS will extend the promising work based on reverse engineering of studio and DJ mixes [26] by considering more complicated configurations such as those involving non-linear effects, unknown or partially-known tracks used during the mix session, and non-constant time-scaling effects.

**I) Data Augmentation**

In machine learning applications, the number and the diversity of the training examples is essential for the generalization and the robustness of the processing. Unfortunately, the constitution of a training dataset is a difficult and tedious task. The initial role of data augmentation [30] is to apply transformations on the training examples to artificially augment the size of the dataset and to improve the performances of processing, see [5, 32]. This approach has been successfully used in a large number of audio applications such as [23, 6]. It is clearly shown that applying the suitable chain of audio transformations and degradations on the training dataset can significantly improve the results when the tested examples are themselves transformed, as shown in [20]. The aim of this task is to extend this work based on data augmentation when used for audio applications. For this research, we will make use of the direct simulation toolbox for audio transformations, degradations and mixing.

Especially, the study of the invariance properties can be made in this context since most of the MIR applications aim at being robust to a large number of audio effects related to audio quality (e.g. artist or album effect [15]). The invariance is related to the ability of the features and/or of the estimated values to be weakly affected by a given transformation. For audio processing, it is interesting to see how the audio quality can be changed to achieve better and more robust results, and so, which transformations can be used or not. For example, as noted in [20] and contrarily to what we could expect, applying transformations for which the predicted label seems to be invariant, can improve the robustness.

Moreover, data augmentation is an interesting track to reduce the risk of overfitting or Horse Effect, see e.g. [27, 28, 17]. For some training datasets, of classification e.g., the predicted labels can be correlated to an unwanted property of the annotated examples, which may provide illusory good results when the test examples have the same correlations. This problem is often met in a cross dataset scenario, or with low quality signals. In this case, the use of data augmentation diversifies the sound properties of the training dataset and makes possible its decorrelation with the labels to improve the robustness and the performance in a real-world case. But, the transformations used must be carefully selected in a way that the sound properties which truly characterize the labels remain unchanged.

**II) Generative Models**

Our objective is to explore the simulation and the inversion of audio quality using generative models based on deep neural networks.

Among the proposed approaches, we propose to investigate variational autoencoders (VAE) [22], generative adversarial networks (GAN) [10] and its adaptation CycleGAN [33] which are intensively used in a large variety of computer vision applications. Here, we believe that they can also be used to simulate realistic signals with a targeted audio quality while obtaining a latent representation allowing a possible control of the audio quality and an inversion.

The literature proposes several studies based on generative deep learning architecture for generating music from a constrained latent representation [13]. Such approaches could be adapted to take in consideration audio quality to simulate for example studio or artistic effects which are of interest. Disentangling the
salient information conveyed by VAEs can then be obtained using for example an adversarial loss function as previously proposed by Fader networks applied to computer vision [16].

Another idea is the use of generative model as proposed in [4] for inverse poisoning which has shown its efficiency for improving the robustness and the efficiency of trained classical deep neural network architectures using the same evaluation dataset. Thus, this task will propose to adapt such approaches to existing audio classification methods. Moreover, simulating audio quality is of interest for music production as a creative effect to convey a desired atmosphere (e.g. vintage, warm, hollow, round, or distant).

III) Signal Restoration, Music Unmixing and Re-mixing

In this task, we propose to study in detail the inversion of audio effects and sound degradations. The aim is to restore a signal with its original audio quality before transformation. This topic has many interests such as the removal of defects and noise [3] of altered or damaged audio files. This is also of interest for canceling of a specific audio effect to go back to the original and raw version [8, 11].

First, we propose a classical approach based the inversion or the cancellation of an effect through mathematical modeling. Second, we will address this problem through the Deep Learning approaches which can be used to approximate [7] and/or reverse an arbitrary effect operator using for example a specific neural architecture [9].

We also propose to extend our previous research on reverse engineering of studio and DJ mixes [26], by considering more complicated mix configurations such as:

(1) involving non-linear effects,
(2) unknown or partially-known tracks used during the mix session,
(3) non-constant time-scaling: here, an iterative analysis-by-synthesis approach can allow to approach the applied time-varying speed changes very precisely, leading to better performance of the methods for reverse DJ mixing.

This is also useful for the dataset generation task of the project, since the unmixed tracks isolated from a DJ mix can include diffusion transformations (EQ, delay, distortion effects) which can be useful for a comparison with the original tracks [25].

As a result of the previous simulation and the inversion tasks, one interesting application is the re-mixing of a recording. This task is dedicated to the sound transformation of a musical piece to change its mixing style. For example, given a recent music release mixed in a modern style, applying an inversion of the effects we will be able to obtain a neutral version which can be then re-mixed to a different style, such as in the 60’s fashion.

The automatic creation of a re-mixing application has a great benefit for data augmentation, for many recognition tasks which are insensitive to the audio quality (e.g. automatic transcription, instrument recognition, rhythm analyses) [21].

Required profile

- good machine learning and signal processing knowledge
- mathematical understanding of the formal background
- excellent programming skills (Python, Matlab, C++)
- good motivation, high productivity and methodical works
- an interest for audio processing, AI and new technologies
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